Physical Security

Tyto Athene is a full service systems integrator focused on helping clients accelerate their ability to make decisions by providing a myriad of technologies, innovative thinking, and proven processes to deliver successful outcomes. Tyto Athene operates on the Edge of Physical Security - where people and devices meet, where data is created and consumed, where advancements in security technology are shared, and where digital transformation happens.

Tyto Athene’s capabilities include network and infrastructure solutions. We have designed, installed, and integrated complex Internet Protocol (IP) based Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems to monitor critical areas and assets. Our electronic security expertise extends to all disciplines of security solutions, including the design and installation of underlying network infrastructures, configuration and testing of electronic security system devices (cameras and access control), and components (cable and conduit).

Our clients have been able to improve their work environments, public safety, and business processes by installing video surveillance and analytics. Our retail clients can monitor their customers’ buying habits in real time. In the Defense Department, video is used to help identify a potential threat using analytics or smart cameras. In public transportation, crowd views and behavioral analytics help detect threats before they happen. We help our clients make better decisions by delivering complete physical security solutions.

TYTO’S ADVANTAGES:

- Tyto Athene is a leading provider of physical security, networking, and telecommunications equipment of strategic manufacturers, resulting in an overall reduction in cost.
- Tyto’s strategic teaming partners enhance our solutions capabilities in communications, infrastructure, technical support and maintenance.
- Our expertise is serving the technology life cycle from consulting, planning, and designing through implementation, support and management.
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